LifeLine Coverage Map
UCHealth LifeLine Communications Center: 844.867.4590

Helicopter Critical Care Team
UCHealth Medical Center of the Rockies
2500 Rocky Mountain Ave., Loveland, CO 80538

UCHealth Memorial Hospital North
4050 Briargate Pkwy., Colorado Springs, CO 80920

LifeLine Helicopter Base
Rings on the map designate 20-, 40- and 60-minute estimated flight time after liftoff from the base. These times are approximate and could be affected by weather, crew and/or aircraft availability.

The Loveland and Colorado Springs bases are owned and operated by REACH Air Medical Services.

Ground Critical Care Team Ambulances
LifeLine 10—UCHealth Medical Center of the Rockies
2500 Rocky Mountain Ave., Loveland, CO 80538

LifeLine 11—University of Colorado Hospital
12605 E 16th Ave., Aurora, CO 80045

LifeLine 12—UCHealth Memorial Hospital Central
1400 E Boulder Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80909

LifeLine Ground Critical Care Bases
Travel times vary depending on the type of response, road conditions and crew configuration. (Rings on map are shown for estimated helicopter flight times only.)

Learn more at uchealth.org/LifeLine
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